
Solji Lee
Cross Disciplinary 
UX Designer +Contact

soljilee@uw.edu
+1) 206-226-9356

+More

https://www.soljilee-design.com
https://dribbble.com/sol_lee

Seattle, WA 98105, USA

KOREAN SOCIETY OF PUBLIC DESIGN Design X Research Assistant

+ Managed data of previous design contracts at S. Korean government; drafted the proposal arranging     
   priorities of future design policy and budget based on insights from data
+ Draw infographics used in six design project proposals out of which three got implemented
+ Created three universal design education programs for government officials, elderly, and children •
+ Managed five public design education programs; showing a regenerative city and its requirements    
   when managing the city construction requested by government organizations
+ Visualized insights from field research of regenerative city in one image and suggested improvement   
    construction points in universal design perspective; led to actual remodeling construction

KONKUK UNIVERSITY  Researcher Assistant

+ Created illustrations used in standardized Public Construction Guideline by leading a team of two    
   graduate assistants and collaborating with architectural engineers
+ Decreased government officials' time of public building regulation inspection 50%+ by listed up check  
    list and visualized in one page of illustration
+ Delivered seven design projects in one and a half years by leading two other research assistants
+ Developed traffic signage in Seoul train station by performing user research methods including Foot     
   tracking, Focus group interview, and Eye-tracking and reduced 60% of complaints related to wayfinding
+ Managed design education programs for engineering undergraduates which helped students to   
   understand ‘how designers communicate and think’ by introducing real-life case of light bulb package  
   production and achieved satisfaction rate of 95%+ from participants

HED URBAN STUDIO Interior Architecture Design Intern

+ Generated brand identity for two shops by designing concept board and graphic elements; logo, signage, etc.
+ Visualized interior construction plan in 3D models using Sketch-up and Photoshop; Achieved error-free  
   communication between architect and engineer groups
+ Recommended change visual concept to Korean tradition home cooking with concept board and 3D   
   modeling to local restaurant owner which enabled franchise chain business
+ Facilitated co-working space startup to launch three more franchises by suggesting eye-catching   
   brand concept and interior based on market analysis

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON     Seattle, WA 

Arts & Sciences College
Master of Design, June 2021(anticipating graduate) 
+Teaching Assistant (Spring 2020 and Fall 2020)

KONKUK UNIVERSITY         Seoul, Korea 

Bachelor of Industrial Design, March 2017 •
+Erasmus/Exchange student (1 semester)
  :Studied interior architecture in Germany

Adobe Creative Suite
Illustrator, Photoshop, Indesign, XD, After Effect

Prototype
Figma, Sketch, Principle

3D modeling
Rhinoceros 3D, Keyshot, Sketch-Up, Ruby

Native Korean

+ EDUCATION

+ EXPERIENCE

+ SKILLS

Seoul, Korea 2019

Seoul, Korea 2017-2018 

Seoul, Korea Sept-Dec 2017 


